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										Yusen Logistics Expands Presence in China with Cargo Terminal and Charter Service at Ezhou Huahu Airport

									
		                            The initiative follows the establishment in 2021 0f a joint venture (JV) between Yusen Logistics China (YLCN) and Hubei Dadaozhongcai Import and Export Service, said the Tokyo-headquartered company....
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										Delta Cargo Expands Reach and Services on WebCargo Platform by Freightos

									
		                            The airline added its general cargo product and tariff fares to the platform in 2020, but this has now been extended to include the carrier’s global network out of the US as well as its DASH Heavy f...
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										Emirates Launches Sustainable Aviation Fuel Program at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport

									
		                            The Dubai-headquartered airline will track the delivery of SAF into the fuelling systems and the environmental benefits of this using standard industry accounting methodologies....
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										Scan Global Logistics Plans Further Acquisitions to Expand Presence in Key Markets

									
		                            This strategy will continue in some larger markets but the company’s merger and acquisition (M&A) strategy will also be “targeted to achieve scale and volumes in key markets, especially in the lar...
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										YunExpress Expands E-Commerce Airfreight Capacity with New Boeing 777-200 Freighter

									
		                            YunExpress has extended its agreement with lessor Atlas Air to include a second Boeing 777-200 freighter that will be used to cover rising e-commerce demand....
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						Hermes Logistics Technologies and CACC Cargolinx Partner for Cloud-Based Cargo Management Solutions

						Hermes Logistics Technologies’ (HLT) latest cloud-based Hermes SaaS Ecosystem is set to roll out across CACC Cargolinx’s operations at Cairo International Airport in time for summer 2024....

						Read More
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						Streamlining Cargo Operations: GK9PG Teams Up with Nexshore for Digital Solutions

						Canine screening leader, Global K9 Protection Group (GK9PG), is teaming up with air cargo Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) expert, Nexshore, to streamline supply chain operations as part of ongoing plan...

						Read More
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		        Liege Airport cargo volumes up 16% in March
AAT deploys automated tractors for cargo at Hong Kong International
Chinese airlines to increase transpacific bellyhold capacity
DHL launches automated service centre to speed up Hong Kong handling
WebCargo to launch airfreight rate trend prediction tool
Embraer and Correios sign MoU to develop air cargo
DB Schenker widens GDP certification to support pharma shipments
Turkish Cargo sees volumes and revenues decline in 2023
Kerry and Menzies partner on customs clearance at Macau
Alibaba withdraws Cainiao IPO plans
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						Technology has made the world smaller and faster.Real time communication with people from all over the world at different time zones through phones and gadgets
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